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I. ABSTRACT

This paper presents an efficient method to solve the problem of radiation from conformal aperture and
microstrip antennas mounted on arbitrarily-shaped conducting bodies. The method, based on the surface
equivalence and reciprocity principles, uses a combination of the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) and
Method of Moments (MoM) techniques to substantially improve the computational efficiency of the radiation
pattern calculation. When the geometry and location of the radiating element are modified, only a small portion
of the overall analysis requires re-simulation. This leads to a significant improvement in computational

effj .

clency over presently-used techniques, and can substantially improve design efficiency when included in an

~ptimization loop. The technique is fIrst validated by solving two canonical problems, namely a thin slot which
IS

oriented'th
.
.
.
el er 8Xlally or azimuthally on an infmitely long, perfectly conductmg cyhnder. These patterns are

then Compared to those produced by the same slots mounted on fInite-length cylinders. Finally, patterns are
Computed for a cavity-backed elliptical patch antenna mounted on an infinite-length PEC cylinder and
Compared t
o patterns computed by an alternate method.
2. INTRODUCTION
Low profile conformal antennas for use on mobile communications systems are receiving widespread
attentiondue to the advantages of minimized aerodynamic friction and radar cross-secnona
. I area, reduced'ns k
of antenn
.
s· tho typ
.
a structural damage, and simplifIed construction requirements over convennonal types. mce IS e
ofantenna has a complex confIguration and is usually mounted on a large structure, the slmu
. I'
anon 0 fth ese

~tennas Continues to be a challenge. Methods that will accommodate complex structures such as FDTD and the
FInite EIement Method (FEM) require an excessive number of volume elements for large bod'les. Surf:ace
methods SUch as the Method of Moments (MoM) that can model large structures are limited to relatively simple
material c
..
f th
th d
d
omposlttons such as homogeneous or layered material structures. Thus, any 0 ese me 0 s use
alone Cann
. f hn'
ot efficiently model a typical conformal antenna; hence, the need for a combination 0 tec Iques.
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Several combinations of simulation techniques have been used; the hybrid method used in this paper
includes the MoM and FDTD. These methods were selected for their strengths in modeling large arbitrarily
shaped homogeneous conducting bodies and relatively small regions with a complex material structure,
respectively. The link between the two methods is the reciprocity theorem, which relates the currents and fields
between two systems [1-3].
The hybrid method used in this paper reduces computational requirements for the calculation of
radiation patterns, especially when the shape of the radiating element and location on the mounting structure are
modified. For most configurations, the size and shape of the mounting structure is fIXed: the proposed method
exploits this constraint by requiring analysis on this part of the problem only once. Instead of re-simulating the
entire structure to obtain the aperture field distribution for every element shape and location change, this
approach requires a re-simulation in the vicinity of the element only if the element shape is changed. The
proposed hybrid method eliminates the need to carry out mUltiple computationally-intensive matrix operations
encountered in the use of other simulation methods.
Since the FDTD technique is well-suited to the analysis of complex inhomogeneous structures, it is
used to model the region which includes the cavity-backed conformal antenna and a sufficient volume around it
to account for the effects of the surrounding environment on the radiating aperture field distribution. Through
the surface equivalence principle, equivalent currents are found and the cavity region is closed with a perfect
electrical conductor (PEC). The reSUlting structure, which can be large relative to the radiating aperture and of
arbitrary shape, is analyzed by the MoM technique, since this method approximates the surface with triangular
element discretization. This enhances both computational accuracy and efficiency via the use of a closely-fitting
surface mesh of the PEC object, as opposed to using a volume discretization, which would be required in the
FDTD method.
3. APPROACH

This paper utilizes the reciprocity principle to divide the original problem into two parts [1-3]. A
reciprocity approach is also applied in [4]; however, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to compute the
equivalent magnetic currents on surface S. instead of the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) technique.
First, we analyze the region containing the conformal antenna, which is typically inhomogeneous. The FDTD
method is used for this analysis to derive equivalent electric and magnetic currents J and M on the surface 8.
(see Fig. 1) of the radiating aperture of the antenna. Next, 8. is backed by a perfect electrical conductor (pEC)
to short out the electric currents and the problem reduces to that of computing the radiation from these magnetiC
currents located on the c/osedPEC body. This calculation takes into account the shape of the PEe body in the
vicinity ofthe antenna.
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The second step entails the application of the reciprocity principle to address the pattern computation
problem. By invoking the reciprocity principle, we can ",Tite

JE,.J1dV=-JH1.!\I,dV

(1)

Our obj~tive is to comput: E. radiated by M. at a far-zone observation point P. We proceed by solving for the
.surface electric currents flo",ing on the closed PEC body by illuminating it with an infmitesimal dipole source
Jl placed at location P. This problem is well-suited for handling by the Method of Moments (MoM). From the

.. . .magnetic
electric currents, th e eqUIV
. al ent sw.ace
r . · fields

Hl

•
. th·
. on
are determmed
and by perliormmg
e mtegration

the right-hand side of(I), the desired field EI is computed.
Note that once III is determined for the entire mounting structure, only MI requires recalculation if the
rad'lating
. clement changes shape or location. The volume integral on the right-hand side of (1) reduces to the
sUrface area of the superstrate (see Fig. I). This re-simulation requires only a small percentage of the time
reqUlred
. for a full-wave analysis ofthe entire mounting structure.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
,

To illustrate the procedure, we first compute the radiation pattern produced by a thin slot mounted on an

mfinite-Iength PEC cylinder. The slots are oriented in two directions: along the cylinder'S axis (axial) and in the
Circumferential (azimuthal) direction. For the axial orientation, the aperture fields in the slot are t-polarized
(across the narrow Width
. of the slot); thus, the IEtI pattern was computed. For the reCiprocity
.
' caIcuJ at'lon, the f:ar
zone dipole source must be polarized in the same direction; therefore, analytical formulas taken from [5] to
determine surface currents generated by a TEl plane wave were used to obtain the necessary H fields (from the
surface electric currents). For the azimuthal slot, the polarization of the aperture field is in the z-direction; thus,
surface currents generated by a TMI plane wave were used in the reciprocity pattern computation for IEeI· The
slot field variation was assumed to be cosinusoidal (dominant mode) and uniform along the length and width of
the slot, re spectIVely,
.
for both orientations.
The reciprocity-approach patterns are compared to analytical formulations for these configurations [5]

and are fo und to be m
. exact agreement (see Figs. 2 and 3 below).
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IE.1 liS. cI> Pattern (Direct) for Axial Slot in
PEe Cylinder (Radius=O.2t.., Length=oo)

IE.1 liS. q. Pattern (HoM) for Axial Slot in
PEe Cylinder (Radius=O.2>.., Length=<Xl)

Fig. 2 Radiation Patterns: Axial Slot on Infmite-Length PEC Cylinder:
Computation by Analytical (Direct) liS. Reciprocity (HoM) Methods

lEeI liS. cI> Pattern (Direct) for Azimuthal Slot (24.8")
in PEG Cylinder (Radius=O.2t.., Length=oo)

lEeI liS. cI> Pattern (HOM) for Azimuthal Slot (24.8°)
in PEC Cylinder (Radius=O.2>'" Length=<Xl)

Fig. 3 Radiation Patterns: Azimuthal Slot on Infinite-Length PEC Cylinder:
Computation by Analytical (Direct) liS. Reciprocity (HoM) Methods
The above patterns are computed for slots mounted on a O.2A radius PEC cylinder. The subtended angle for the
azimuthal slot is 24.8°, which is identical to the one in the example considered in [5].
Simulations were then carried out on finite-length cylinders. Since analytical formulas do not exist for
surface currents generated by plane waves incident on finite-length cylinders, a numerical code (MoM) was
used to obtain these currents. For the axial slot, the polarization of the slot aperture and therefore the far-zone
dipole source are <!J-directed. Hence, the truncation in the z-direction has a minimal effect on the pattern. This
can be seen in the figure below which plots the patterns produced by axial slots mounted on 11.., 2A, and, infinite
length PEe cylinders.
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E. From Nanow Axial 5101
(Opca I'£CC)tm6ci: bIIus-O:u. Uo&th - Il.:u. & Inlinile}

Fig. 4 IE.! vs. , Radiation Patterns: Axial Slot on Finite-Length PEC Cylinders
The solid line represents the pattern for an axial slot mounted on an infmite cylinder. Thus, for a 21..
length cyrmder, the pattern has essentially converged to the infmite case. The pattern for the lA-length cylinder

shows a h'gh
I er ba ck lobe level and deeper nulls caused by an enhanced standing wave presence created by the
decreased distance to the truncated edge.
For the azimuthal slot, since the length of the cylinders had a significant impact on the shape of the
patterns _ an odd versus an even number ofwavelengths _ they are presented separately (see Fig. 5 beloW).
Et From 24.ao Azimuthal Slot
.
1()pIo PEe Cytiad«: RadIus· 0.21. Lqth. 0.5110 Infinite (even)}

IEeI vs. ~: Odd A..Length Cylinder

IEeI vs. ~: Even A-Length Cylinder

Fig. 5 Radiation Patterns: Azimuthal Slot on Finite-Length PEC cylinders

Again, the solid line shows the pattern produced by an azimuthal slot mounted on an infinite-length cylinder.
Thelarge back lobes for the even wavelength case are due to the current pattern formed on the fimte
. cyrmder
when iIIummated
.
. the same d"Irectlon as th e
by a z-polarized plane wave. Since the truncation direction (z) is m
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polarization of the plane wave, standing waves are fonned with the number of peaks equaling the number of
wavelengths. For the even wavelength case, the ~ut at the z-midpoint passes through a local minimum in the
current pattern on the lit (incident) side and a small local maximum on the shadow side of the cylinder. It is this
shadow side peak that causes the large back lobe which appears in the patterns for the even case. For the odd
case, the cp-cut at the z-midpoint passes through a local maximum on the lit side and a local minimum on the
shadow side. This results in a smaller back lobe.
While the patterns appear to converge to the infmite case more closely for the odd wavelength case,
both cases tend toward the infmite case as the length of the cylinder increases. The standing wave effects
diminish only after the cylinder has reached a substantial length (beyond what could be simulated here), at
which point both the odd and even wavelength cases begin converging to the infinite length case.
Finally, the radiation pattern produced by a cavity-backed elliptical patch antenna covered by a
supers1rate and mounted on an infmite-Iength PEC cylinder was computed. The radius of the cylinder is 0.63 Ii-..
(0.51..0 + 02A..!). The patch considered for this analysis is elliptical with major and minor axes of 0.2SA..! and
02A..!, respectively, and was placed inside a rectangular block of dielectric (&, - 2.33) of length IA..! (x'

direction) and width O.SA..! (y' -direction) with a thickness of O.2A.!. The major axis of the ellipse was aligned
with the cylinder axis. A diagram ofthe confonnal antenna is shown in Fig. 6 below.
~----------

y'

._--_..-..

x'

Fig. 6 Elliptical Patch Antenna Mounted on Infinite PEe Cylinder
The current distribution on the surface of the PEC cylinder is first calculated by analytical methods [5],
followed by a computation of the electric fields (computed by a locally conformal FDTD code [6]) on the
surface of the superstrate. The patch antenna is linearly polarized along the cylinder z-axis (patch x'-axis),
hence the IEeI field (9 = 90") pattern is computed. This requires the computation of the surface electric currents
produced on the cylinder by a z-polarized plane wave, which produces only z-directed currents. Therefore, only
the x'-polarized aperture fields on the Superstrate surface contribute to this pattern.
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The resulting patterns were constructed by summing the complex dot-product of the electric current and
electric field for each point on the surface of the supcrstrate and repeating this calculation while rotating the
array of surface currents in the 9-direction. This dot-product is effectively the same as Hz • MI which appears on
the right-hand side of (I), due to the nonna! vector being common to both vector quantities. The resulting
pattem (H·M in Fig. 7 below) is compared to another obtained via the reciprocity theorem applied in a different
manner. In this second approach. an infmite-Iength dielectric coated cylinder is considered, for which analytical
formulas for the electric field inside the dielectric produced by an incident plane wave have been derived. The
electric currents generated on the patch due to the feed (placed on the x'-axis halfway between the center and
left edge) were computed using an MoM code. The MoM formulation assumes that the dielectric and backing
ground plane are infInite in extent. These currents are then combined with the electric fields inside the dielectric

at the location of the patch. and integrated over the surface of the patch to produce the radiation pattern. This
plot is denoted EOJ in the figure below.

IEeI vs. ,: H.M Approach
IEeI vs. $: EO] Approach
Fig. 7 IE.! Radiation Patterns: HOM vs. EO] Reciprocity Approach
The two patterns are seen to compare well. The HOM approach pattern has a slightly higher back lobe
level, most I'k
I due to the truncation of the radlatmg
. . aperture area. If th e aperture area is increased, the
ley
relatiVe energy transmitted in the forward direction will increase resulting in a reduced back lobe. Since the
patterns compare well, the selected aperture size is considered sufficient.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Th'IS paper has presented an efficient method for determlnmg
. . rad'lafIon patterns for arbitrarily-shaped
.
Conformal antennas. Several examples were presented illustrating the procedure for computing a pattern uSing
the rec'
.
.
d"
atterns then extended to
IproClty approach. The technique was fIrSt verified against known ra latlon p
,
mOre complex structures. The pattern produced by a cavity-backed elliptical patch antenna was also computed
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and compared to a pattern constructed using an alternate method. The patterns were shown to be in good
agreement.
The paper shows how results obtained for the mounting structure can be used for any radiating element
shape and location on the structure in the computation of the radiation pattern. This feature of the technique
results in significant improvements in computational efficiency when the shape or location of the radiating
element is varied. Further work is being pursued on curved radiating patches using an extension of the present
locally-conformal FDTD algorithm for the magnetic current calculation. The effect of curvature on the flat
patch approximation to pattern computation will be addressed and quantified in terms of fmding the limit when
the approximation is no longer accurate.
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